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WORLD
St. John’s Gym
Hello! I am the Queen of
England. I rule in the gym
during children’s play time. My
beloved Princess Kitty, Amalia,
is my helper to defeat the EVIL
Lydia Schlossberg. The evil
Lydia steals my possessions,
while my highly advanced
guard, Kyle Smith, goes out to
get my possessions back. The
kingdom is almost always chaos,
but my loyal guards always get
paid, with crackers, for
supporting the Queen. Princess
Kitty keeps a hawk’s eye on the
”jail” at all times. Ben is neutral
and only helps one side when he
feels like it.The kingdom’s
chaos-o-meter is always topsyturvy, but in the castle it is
always a
peaceful
place to do
yoga. Yet
again, I love
to rule the
Kingdom, but
only
Sundays.–
Lydia Smith

Haiti
Hi. My name is Lydia
Schlossberg. A couple of
months ago, my dad and some
of his friends went to Haiti
because Haiti is a very poor
country. In 2010, Haiti had a
kind of disease that they didn’t
have the right kind of medicine
for, so millions and millions of
people died. My dad helped a
lot; he put a lot of stuff in a
school in Haiti.
So I want you to help Haiti.
Here’s some stuff you can do:
you can donate some money
or give them clean water–
because their water isn’t clean,
they could die. Thank you so
much for helping Haiti and
maybe even other poor
countries.
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ANIMALS
Favorite Animals of St. John’s Youth
Lydia Schlossberg–dolphins
Ellie Carson-McNally–dog or horse
Lydia Smith–cheetah
Joe Schlossberg–jaguar
Ben Nardone–fat cats
Anjolina Bussing–monkey and zebra
Markus Bussing–undecided
Kyle Cook–lions and tigers
Amalia Nardone–bull

CLASSIFIED
Hi, my name is Lydia Schlossberg. Some of
my friends and I are doing cheerleading for
St. John’s basketball team. I would like it if
some girls would join our cheerleading team.
Thanks.

SPORTS
favorite sports of St. John’s Youth
Lydia Smith–dance and soccer
Kyle Cook–football
Ellie Carson-McNally–soccer, basketball, horseback
riding
Markus Bussing–all games
Anjolina Bussing–basketball and soccer
Ben Nardone–Benball
Joe Schlossberg–football and basketball
Lydia Schlossberg–soccer, swimming, softball
Amalia Nardone–bare-back bull riding
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ON MAKING
$CASH$
by Ben Nardone

BUSINESS

As I have been
stuck in school
yet another year, I have decided

to make the best of it. I have
started a drawing business. So
far I’ve sold around ten. For
most of them, I charged around
twenty-five cents, but for one
drawing I managed to rake up a
fee of one dollar and twenty-five
cents! ($$ cha-ching! $$) I have
two main customers, Bailey and
John-Paul. The sad thing is all
kids want
nowadays is
zombies,
zombies,
zombies. It’s
crazy.
I do minimal
advertising, as
I only have a
little name-tag
thing on my
desk with the
info about my
drawings on
it. I rely on
my buyers to
pass the news
to other
potential
customers. So
far, my
marketing
technique has
worked (just
don’t tell my
teacher!).

Type to enter text

Field Trip October 20, 2013
by Eloise Carlson-McNally
Today St. John’s is going on a field trip to the ropes course at the Spiritual
Life Center. We are going to be working on team building and how to work
well with each other. It is beautiful day and we are looking forward to it.

HUMOR/POETRY/DRAMA
SOLILOQUY
by Amalia Nardone
O Earth –
Lying naked to the Universe
Will you at least
Put on some socks and underwear?
O Earth –
You smell of sweetest soil
I wish you'd put on
Some deodorant.
O Earth –
Why do you inhabit yourself with mankind?
Womankind is much more better
Mankind wears unscented deodorant
And Womankind uses rose-smelling.
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PEOPLE
LYDIA INTERVIEWS LYDIA
(Or, THE QUEEN OF ENGLAND INTERVIEWS BOB
LARRY)

Favorite color: blue/green
Favorite animal: dolphin, I like them
because they are very cute and playful.
Favorite subject: science
Entertainment: play in my lab and
create robots.
Favorite Food: cheese pizza, because
it is cheesy and delicious.
Favorite Book: Franny K. Stien's Mad
Scientist because I really love science,
and Franny K. Stien is really funny.
Favorite place to go on vacation:
Virginia, because I really like to play
with my cousin Lera.
Best friends : Bailee and Amy and
Lydia
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EDITORS NOTE (or, the only words in
this entire publication by an interloping
adult):
You may have noticed in recent weeks that
there have been a variety of interesting
thanksgivings offered to God during The
Prayers of the People. The youth of St.
John’s began the tradition of individuals
taking turns collecting the thanksgivings
each week. This has given us the
opportunity to praise God together for the
big and small things that we enjoy,
including “fat cats.” This particular
thanksgiving led to a discussion in Sunday
School of fat cats, and the various
meanings of that expression:

Fat cat may refer to:
• Fat cat (term), a wealthy
person, originally one who
contributes to a political
campaign
Fat cat may also refer to:
• Obesity in pets ,

by Joe Schlossberg

which led to these cartoons. I feel certain
God knows which fat cats we were thanking
Him for (we have a rotund kitty-boy who
reminds us of peace and love as we stumble
upon him sleeping blissfully and seemingly
perpetually in every corner of our home).
And, as God made all of us at St. John’s in
His image, I also feel certain that He has an
excellent sense of humor.
–Brynna Carpenter-Nardone
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NAMES FOR YOU
Hi, my name is Lydia Schlossberg. On
one Sunday, after church [date to be
announced], you can come to the table in
the gym at the front. You can just write
your first name and your personality,
because when God made the world, He
made humans. The first humans were
Adam and Eve. God told Adam to name
all the animals. So I’m going to do it to
you. Girls, I am going to look at your
real name and I’m going to give you
boys’ names, and boys will have girls’
names. So, I’m making a story in the
Bible for you!
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